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Your Health Matters: 
Growing Active, Healthy Communities

4: Partners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: In this section, we will be talking about how we can partner with others in our community for a common goal.



Partners: Learning Objectives
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• Identify potential community partners to 
work with to create a healthy community.

• Practice techniques to increase confidence 
in and ability to engage community 
partners and grow healthy communities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script:  In this section we will learn to:Identify potential community partners to work with to create a healthy community.Practice techniques to increase confidence and ability to engage community partners and grow healthy communities.



What is a coalition?

• A coalition is a group of people taking 
action together to reach a common goal.
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Plan Healthy Texas www.planhealthytexas.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:No single person, group, or program can reduce or prevent overweight and obesity alone, but together we can work to reduce the obesity epidemic through policy improvements, systems and environmental changes. Individuals and organizations can work together on issues such as obesity prevention, physical activity and nutrition policies and community development by forming collaborations or coalitions.

http://www.planhealthytexas.org/


What coalitions already exist in your 
community that are focused on health? 

Are community members already a part of these?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: So what coalitions already exist in your community that are focused on health?  Are community members already a part of these?Let them answer and support  if needed.Some of the coalitions may be: Natural groups: groups that are already formed with a common purpose; groups you may already be associated withCommunity Health Worker AssociationsSchool PTA’s/Parental Involvement GroupsOther health related coalitions



What are the benefits of a 
coalition?

• Sets priorities based on multiple 
perspectives

• Has subcommittees allowing for lots of 
work to be done 

• Decisions are shared by more people
• Decisions made in coalitions can reach 

broader networks 
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Diverse Representation
• Coalitions should represent:

– Different neighborhoods 
– Cultural groups
– Faith-based organizations
– A mix of ages
– All genders
– All abilities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Leadership teams should include representatives from different neighborhoods and/or cultural groups, including faith-based organizations, will be more able to reach more of community.Understanding how to reach various neighborhoods and cultural groups is a critical part of improving the health of the whole community.
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Active Texas 2020: Taking Action to Improve Health By Promoting Physical Activity. 

http://bvopn.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/Active-Texas-2020-Exe-Summ.pdf

Diverse partnership makes for 
diverse skill sets

Community 
Leadership 

Team

Health and 
medical care 
communities

Schools

And many 
more…

Community 
members

Elected 
officials

Faith 
communities

Parks and 
recreation 

departments

Transportation 
departments

Local 
businesses, 

restaurants  and 
worksites

Grocery 
stores and 

food 
vendors

Local 
farmers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Choosing your team is much like picking players for a band or orchestra.  There are a variety of different roles that must be filled with a diverse team representing multiple sectors and may vary based on the issues.  Inviting a diverse group of people to join your coalition will give you partners with a variety of skills and contacts.  Let’s look at some of these partners. Each person in the coalition has unique resources and relationships to draw from.  We also have to consider what will engage them long-term. 

http://bvopn.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/Active-Texas-2020-Exe-Summ.pdf


Always Changing

• Coalitions change: 
– Depending on the task at hand.
– As priorities change.
– As the project grows.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Our team will need to change depending on the task at hand.  New coalition members may need to be added as priorities change.Much like a music group, changes depend on the music selected.  A string quartet will not include a trombone player as his skill set is not needed. We want to always be thinking of who may be missing from the coalition and invite them to join.
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Welcome to
Falfurrias, Texas USA

Barriers to Physical 
Activity and Healthy 

Eating
Take Action

Our Priority:
_____________

Establish Priorities: 
Important and/or 

Doable

Next 
Steps

Who

When

Measure

COMMUNITY INPUT

What Works

• Why is this partner interested in being a part of this coalition?
• What type of power does this partner have in the community?
• How will this partner benefit from participating in this 

coalition?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Let’s think about who we have as a part of our coalition in Unhealthy, TX.  Will the people with the following roles please disperse yourselves throughout the room: School Principal, Restaurant Owner, Parks and Recreation Director, Hospital Administrator, and one community member.  Everyone else please count off 1-5.  Assign  each number to one of the roles standing around the room, ask them to join their group.We are going to brainstorm in our smaller groups.  Think in regard to the partner in your group:Why is this partner interested in being a part of this coalition?What type of power does this partner have in the community?How will this partner benefit from participating in this coalition?Set a timer for 5 minutes and then ask each group to pick someone who will present their small group’s partner back to the whole group.There is a resource in the back of your binders called “Partnerships for Coalitions,” participants may find this resource helpful for the activity.



Who in your own communities would be 
critical members of a coalition to increase 

physical activity and healthy eating?
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What existing groups?
Which individuals?

What organizations?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Remember before when we talked about the communities we are a part of.  We will start with some key partners and continue coming back to talk about partners to determine who else we should add. 



Partners:
Key Point Recap

• Coalitions consist of individuals who have a 
variety of skills and backgrounds.

• Who should we include?
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• Community members
• Businesses and restaurants
• Faith communities
• Health care
• Decision makers
• Schools
• City and county governments
• Grocery stores and food vendors
• Farmers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: We are now finished with the Partners section, let’s review some of the things we learned:Coalitions should consist of a diverse group of individuals who have a variety of skills and backgrounds.Who should we include?Community membersBusinesses and restaurantsFaith communitiesHealth careDecision makersSchoolsCity and county governmentsGrocery stores and food vendorsFarmers
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Who are you going to partner 
with?

Think about who is missing 
from your coalition/who is not 
represented

Examples: transportation, 
faith-based, school, 
restaurants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Script: Thinking about the section “Partners,” please think through this question:Who are you going to partner with?Have people work in groups who are from the same smaller communities and have all of the groups report back. 
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Switch to 
Community Assessments

PowerPoint
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